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Theme: Modifying an English lesson for ELL learners 

Recently, Dr. Douglas Hatch who teaches TCH 390 and 398 asked me to present 

an ELL lesson plan that I created in his class. He wanted me to talk about my thinking 

process for the lesson, at the upcoming Association of Middle Level Education 

Conference (AMLE) conference. Dr. Hatch stated my lesson encompassed a lot of useful 

strategies and ideas that would benefit other educational professionals and college 

students. I had put about twenty hours into that project, so after hearing him say this, I 

felt valued and appreciated that my hard work was finally being noticed. I took that 

momentum with me during my time in Columbus. It was amazing to have a panel of 

experienced professionals come in, sit down, and hear me speak. I felt like a real 

professional, not a college senior. Not only were my renowned professionals there, but 

also there were brilliant educators from around the country who had a genuine interest in 

what I had to say. It was eye opening. My presentation consisted of Dr. Hatch introducing 

the requirements and expectations for this assignment, informing the audience why my 

lesson was unique, and then pinpointing specific aspects of my project that profile Illinois 

State University’s great Middle Level Education program.    

 Dr. Hatch and I had prepared beforehand regarding how long I would present and 

the content to be emphasized. Having that experience of presenting to a large number of 

educational supervisors definitely prepared me for future observations during student 



teaching and interviews that following year.  I walked the audience step-by-step through 

my thinking process regarding what educational materials I used, explaining the 

relevance behind using certain resources over others. For example, I knew from my time 

in Dr. Hatch’s class that visuals are vital for ELL (English Language Learners) 

comprehension levels. That’s why I thought to include culturally relevant pictures that 

were placed next to my lesson content to decrease confusion. Then, I dug deeper and 

discussed how I would create a graded assessment that challenged my students. I decided 

on having them create a comic strip about a fairytale or folktale we had learned about in 

English class and provide written dialogue in comic bubbles. By doing this assessment, I 

addressed the common core state standards for reading and writing and created an 

engaging lesson that met the needs for all types of learners.      

 I highly recommend anyone that has the opportunity to present his or her work or 

attend a conference to apply for this grant or any funding. Do not be scared to at least try, 

you never know what could happen. Attending and presenting at this conference was 

extremely valuable, both socially and academically. After my presentation, I was given 

constructive criticism about my teaching; I listened, asked questions to clarify, 

implemented the suggestions at my current job, and saw positive results. I was given 

insightful advice from veteran teachers on how to improve my lesson and teaching. This 

advice referred to aspects that neither my professor nor I had thought about. I have no 

problem using all of the resources I was given because it ultimately aided the students. 

Without attending this conference and without the financial assistant from this grant, I 

would not have improved upon my teaching, which in turn, accelerated my ability to 

become a successful first year teacher.  


